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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Read the following passage carefully and then answer question one below:
Khalid is an ideal employee. He is always neatly dressed, and he follows the code of
workplace ethics, he has a positive attitude, and he interacts very well with his colleagues so
that the job is done efficiently. Khalid would rather resign than lie, cheat, steal or accept a
bribe.
Any employee who doesn't respect the company's dress code many be sent home to
change or receive a verbal warning, but this is never a problem for Khalid.

Question One:

6*3

(18 marks)

1- Why is Khalid an ideal employee?

2- Write three negative qualities didn't exist in Khalid?

3- How does the company punish the employee who doesn't respect its dress code?
4-what is the result of Khalid’s well interact with his colleagues?
6- Find a word in the text which means “someone who is paid to work for someone else”.
5-the underlined word “efficiently” means:-

a- without wasting time b- without effort c- without problem
6- The underlined pronoun "He" refers to …………………………
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Question Two: choose a word from the box and write it next to its definition:
- 5*2 (10marks)
Ethics

Tunic

Casual

Smart

colleague

1- A loose, long garment ………………………
2- Worn every day, not formal …………………………….
3- A person you work with …………………………..
4- Rules of behavior ………………………….
5- Clean, attractive and stylish …………………..

Question Three: Circle the correct relative pronoun. 4*3 (12marks)
1- The Jordanian traditional costume who\which is still worn by many people today, is sold in

this shop.

2- My grandfather is the man which/who is wearing a thobe in the photo.

3- This is the office where\whose my father works.

4- I met someone who\whose used to work here.
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